Release Notes

This document provides an overview of the new capabilities that have been added to the erwin Data Intelligence (DI) version 13.0.
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New Capabilities in v13.0

New erwin Data Marketplace Offering

- Shop, Share and Compare Datasets, AI Models and more.
- Curate Datasets, AI Models and other assets in the new Marketplace offering
- Compare Datasets, AI Models and other Marketplace Assets side by side
- Automated Data Value Scoring on Datasets, AI Models and other Marketplace Assets
- Request Access feature to request access to Datasets and other assets
Discover Assets

- Search Recommendations when entering keyword in the search bar
- New Alternative Card View UI layout
- Ability to save search criteria (including filters, keywords) as Custom Views
- Custom Views listing on home screen for easy access to saved search criteria
- Compare Business Glossary and Marketplace Assets side by side
- New Look UI for Asset Information screen
Business Glossary Manager

- New Home screen for optimized performance with added navigation to drill down
- Compare Business Terms, Business Policies and other Business Assets side by side
- MOVE functionality for all business assets to move assets from one catalog to another
- User Preference – Preserving the last clicked Asset Tab so the user goes back to the same tab when they revisit the module
- New Look UI for Asset Information screen
Data Lineage

- Search & Highlight capability within the Data Lineage Visualizer
- Switch feature to switch perspective to business-friendly Views
  - While viewing column to column lineage, you can switch the view to the environment or datasource level within the same diagram to get a business friendly view of all the datasources that are contributing to the lineage
- Filter Capability to remove intermediate hops
  - Filter by Datasource/Environment or Table Type objects to remove intermediate layers within the data lineage
- “Expand All” capability
  - This capability allows you to expand all nodes to the same level in one shot i.e. column to column expansion or table to table expansion
Enhanced UI

- The Discover Assets, Data Marketplace and the Data Literacy (Business Glossary Manager) modules have been enhanced with a new look business friendly UI.
Platform Capabilities

- Bulk Assignment of Tags with Append and Replace options
- Applicable to Business Glossary, Marketplace and Metadata Asset types

Data Quality

- Propagation of Classifications from the erwin Data Quality module into the erwin Data Catalog module for any tables or columns that have a potential sensitivity classification detected during the data profiling process

Platform Integration

- New Smart Connector for Data Bricks Unity Catalog (UC)
  - The Data Bricks Unity Catalog (UC) smart connector reverse engineers all metadata and lineage from Data Bricks Unity Catalog into erwin DI.
  - REST API capability
    - New REST API calls provide a better way to integrate erwin DI with other toolsets in a bi-directional manner